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WIT showcases VoWiFi solution to extend WiFi Calling
to all smartphones and tablets
Barcelona, 23rd February 2016: WIT Software is pleased to announce the launch of the next generation of WIT’s VoWiFi
solution, that provides support for WiFi Calling for all mobile smartphones and tablets in the market.
This solution enables any operator who may have deployed native WiFi Calling for iPhone 6 devices (and a limited
number of Android devices) to extend that service and address a broader range of devices. This overcomes the limited
handset coverage that many operators have seen when launching their native WiFi Calling services.
The WIT VoWiFi Apps will share a connection through the operator’s ePDG platform to the IMS infrastructure. This means
that WiFi Calling can now be extended to all Android smartphones and SIM-less devices like tablets, as well as Web
and PC end-points, meeting subscriber expectations for being able to use their voice minutes across multiple devices.
Mobile operators can secure voice revenues that might otherwise be eroded by alternative services like Skype, Viber and
WhatsApp.
Luís Silva, CEO of WIT Software, said “We see this latest release of our VoWiFi solution as an important evolution, allowing
our customers to extend the reach of their native VoWifi services without the need to deploy a separate platform in their
network. Our solution is currently in deployment with several mobile operators, for service launches in Q2 this year, and
we are looking forward to see the adoption of this technology by other Operators in the market”.
WIT will showcase this VoWiFi solution at Mobile World Congress, in Barcelona, in Hall 6 stand 6C60.

About WIT Software
WIT Software is a well-established software house that
specializes in products and solutions for advanced mobile
communications, with extensive expertise in solutions relating
to RCS, Mobile VoIP, IMS Applications and TV. Located in
Portugal, UK, Germany and California, the company has over
250 full-time employees and a blue chip industry client base.
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